**Dimex™ Rubber Runner Matting**

- Performs at low temperatures and is suitable for indoor and outdoor use
- Custom colors, gauges, widths and lengths are available
- Single piece guarantee
- Meets the requirements of FMVSS 302

**Dimex™ Quality Matting Features**

- Safety under foot
- Durability
- Economy
- Noise reduction
- Multiple Floor and OEM uses
- "LEED" and "GREEN" certifiable compound availability

---

**CORRUGATED**

Corrugated rubber runner is designed with an angular tooth top pattern and a textured back. This runner fulfills a variety of needs including floor protection, reduction of slips and falls and provides a silencing effect.

---

**WIDE FLAT RIB**

Wide Flat Rib rubber runner is designed for heavy-duty applications. This design provides sure-footedness, easy cleaning and acts as a scraper to trap debris and water.

---

**RIPPLE**

The Ripple rubber runner has a non-directional textured finish, with an attractive easy to clean design. Easily customized, this versatile runner is durable and abrasive resistant. It has a smooth backing and is designed for limitless OEM applications.

---

**Proven Industrial Matting Solutions**

When it comes to quality matting, Dimex™ is a name you can count on for dependable performance. Dimex™ matting products are the result of years of research, testing and development. We lead the industry in product quality, availability and customer support. No matter what your matting needs may be, Dimex™ can deliver the perfect solution.